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Measuring Im pact  

Jaron Porciello 
University of Nebraska-Lincoln 
July 12, 2017 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Helps us see the lifecycle of research - why and howWe have a lot of knowledge in this space because we know the resources and systems impact is based on -- we can act as thought leaders Why I love impact: VIVO story/Presenter personal story



Im pact  on  scholars 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
It can be easy in some ways to distance oursevles from impact but it matters to these people. P&T systems are rewards based and measured by impacte be For scholars, What do we mean by impact? :Professional reputation & personaWeight of authority of your scholarshipMeasurable effects of your scholarship on achieving some change in disciplinary thinking or progress



Agenda 

Define impact and importance to librarians/academics 
 
Identify impact within scholarly communication environment 
 
Generate ideas and potential next steps for services related to impact 



Scholar ly 
com m unicat ion  cycle 
involves “evaluat ing 
research  and  ot her 
scholar ly w ri t ings for 
qual i t y”  (ARL, 20 13) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Librarians have always been part of the “impact” conversation from the perspective of the ways in which we help people. We provide budding researchers with access to seminal ideas in the field and help established researchers keep current with new information and ideas. We’ve provided recommendations to readers and developed magazines and services in order to promote particular books in particular genres. Awareness of impact in the scholarly impact can help: Strengthen the case for promotion or tenureQuantify return on research investment for grant renewals and progress reportsStrengthen future funding requests by showing value of researchUnderstand an audience and learn how to appeal to themIdentify who is using the work and confirm that it is appropriately creditedIdentify collaborators within or outside of the subject areaManage reputation



Author: 

How is this author’s work 
received? 

Journal: 

How does this journal rank 
among others in its field? 

Institutional: 

What is the value of research 
at-large and of individuals at 

an institution? 

Article: 

How do people engage with 
an individual article? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the types of questions impact tools and instruments can help us answer



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Answering these questions uses many different methods, instruments, and toolsThis is a complicated conversationWhen we maintain awareness about the various products and options for our faculty, students, and researchers we can help them build visibility as well as advocate for themseves.



Individual author 
comparison: open 
access vs. paywall 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Impact helps us understand how to move the needle on questions like thisHere is ancedotal evidence from a facutly member who says open access research is cited more often .This is great for that researcher! But I am curious whether this is true over time and it has been very difficult for anyone to measure how OA has impacted availability of research writ large. Part of that is because it is a longitudinal data questions and the research simply wasn’t there. But NOW... You can’t say that knowing and articulating this information isn’t powerful. This is what an individual view of the previous chart demonstrates. From: http://mammalssuck.blogspot.com/2015/10/open-access-impact-strategery.html .



Impact: paywalled 
vs. open access 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Éric Archambault, Grégoire Côté, Brooke Struck and Matthieu Voorons Science-Metrix and 1science. Published August 2016. http://www.1science.com/oanumbr.html (Summary sentences: The data from the 1science OAIndx on the average of relative citations (ARC) for 3.3 million papers published from 2007 to 2009 and indexed in the Web of Science (WoS). These data show a decidedly large citation advantage for open access (OA) papers, despite them suffering from a lag in availability compared to paywalled papers. These data strongly corroborate the hypothesis that, regardless of the reason why, open access papers have a citation advantage over papers that are not found to have an openly accessible version.Limitations: these data examine only communication strategies based on the use of scholarly and research journals.



Scholar Met r ics 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now, we’ll move from the big picture of discrete components into discrete components of what is measured. What questions can impact help address? 



Aut hor Im pact  

H-index Measures the impact of a particular author.  

The higher the number of cited work you have, the higher 
your h-index, regardless of which journal it was published in. 

Found on Google Scholar, Web of Science, Scopus 

G-index Measures the impact of a particular author -  highly cited 
articles weighted more. This index was proposed in 2006, 
and needs at least two citations. 

I10-index  The number of publications with at least 10 citations . Google 
Scholar generates 110-index 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Personal Bibliometrics: We can help authors find tools to report on these indicies H-index: “the highest number of publications of a scientist that received h or more citations each while the other publications have not more than h citations each G-index: "highest number of papers of a scientist that received g or more citations, on average" I10-index - the number of publications with at least 10 citations - only used by Google ScholarGood source: http://guides.library.cornell.edu/c.php?g=32272&p=203388



Journal  Im pact  
Impact Factor Frequency with which the average article in a journal has 

been cited in a particular year. It ranks a journal by 
calculating the times its articles are cited.  

Journal Citation 
Reports 

Journal comparisons & ranks in science, technology, and 
social sciences.  

Eigenfactor Rates the “total” importance of a journal over time.   

SCImago & Country 
Reports (Scopus) 

Ranks journals, disciplines, and output of materials by 
country.  

Google Scholar 
metrics 

Top 100-journals ranked according to five-year h-factors 
(index and mean), and shows highest cited articles (h5) in 
each publication 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These impact metrics are ways of demonstrating the relative importance or relevance of a given journal title - These are helpful to give us a sense of performance of a journal over timebut it does not necessarily scale to the article level



Art icle Level  Met r ics 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Metrics on steroids! ALMs cross between metrics and visibility, which we will get to in a moment.  Article-Level Metrics open the door to measures of both the immediacy and the socialization of an article. These are critical components of impact that have not previously been capturedOriginated from PLOS, article level metrics have begun to increase in relevancy and value to the research community and include:Usage: hits, downloadscitationssocial bookmarking and dissemination activity: tweets, links, likes, shares, savesmedia and blog coveragediscussion activity and ratingsExcellent concept map from http://libraryguides.mcgill.ca/impact/article 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
ALMS are often associated w ith different productsThese are someThey walk the line between visbility and impactALMS are catchy and cool, but the question on a lot of peoples mind is, is visibility the same as impact? Does it show learning and integration into the scholarly lifecycle? 



Mult ip le dat a st ream s 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using multiple data streams produce a more robust picture of research ALMS for instance cross between use, citaitons, and alt metrics, but don’t tell us anything about peer review--that would come from journal impact factors--wheres author impact underscores peer review and citations �.



Th ink -Pair-
Share 

 
Does anyone at your 
library have or maintain 
expertise on author 
impact and metrics as 
part of their role?  

 

What kind of services 
would be useful to your 
audience?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hear from Two year collegesFour year collegesHealth and medicineResearch universities 



Scholar Visib i l i t y 



Personal  Brand  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Personal websites/blogsSocial Media: Twitter, Facebook, InstagramResearch communities: researchgate, academia.edu, mendeley Identity disambiguation: ORCID and Researcher IDGoogle Scholar profile/Impact StoryScalar, Storify, or other tool to showcase their research story in a visual way



ORCID 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many universities provide services to sign up authors for ORCID: U of Texas went so far as to develop a pilot program to register all incoming graduate students for an ORCID to help them start their scholarly publishing foot off “right”



Presenter
Presentation Notes
ResearchGate and academia.edu make it easier to find people and their research. Additionally, it’s important to make distinctions about the differences between archiving/repositories and social networking sites such as Academia.edu and ResearchGate - many scholars get confused on this point.See:http://osc.universityofcalifornia.edu/2015/12/a-social-networking-site-is-not-an-open-access-repository/



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Putting it togetherPublication influenceJournal impact factor factorAuthor impact factorArticle level metricsScholar visibilityPersonal website with CV (may be institutional)ORCID IDImpact StoryResearch Gate/ Academia.edu accountSocial visibilityTwitter accountFacebook profileArticle level metrics (times tweeted, posted/comment on Facebook, appears on blogs, etc.)



TEAMW ORK 
 
Pick any two impact areas and design  services to 
support them, taking into consideration: 
 
● Who is your audience?  
● Do you need new products for these services? 
● What level of service (awareness, hands-on, new role, 

etc.)? 
● What do you think your service should NOT include?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I know you’re not experts on these topics but pick any two -- citation metrics, Impact Story, ORCID, ResearchGate-- impact measures.Think through what kind of services you would offer. What audience would they be relevant to? What level of service would you provide (awareness? Hands-on? Support?, etc.)



Provide Training: 

● Citation Tracking/Tools 

● Article level metrics 

● Research dissemination 
platforms 

Potent ial Lib rary Services 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Potential Library Services:Training on citation tracking systems/toolsEducation for article level metricsEducation on research dissemination platformsBe involved research offices or grants 



Inst i t u t ional  
Product ivi t y 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Even as faculty are looking for personal metrics to demonstrate their own worth, institutions as a whole are increasingly looking for better ways to aggregate data about the research output, research funding, and be able to tie it to researchers.ASU president Michael Crow articulated this as the airplane seat question: if someone he’s sitting next to on a plane asks about any given research topic - say zika virus vaccination - Dr. Crow wants to be able to easily pull information on who at ASU is working in this area, what research funding they have received, and what are their research outputs. I don’t think Dr. Crow is the only university president who would like to do that.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Institutional Systems to measure research productivityVIVO: Open source semantic web platform designed to aggregate research outputs at the institutional level. Used by more than 200 institutions worldwide, including Cornell University, where it was developed.Symplectic elements: Collect, understand and showcase the outputs of academic research. Integrates with OA repositories, and more. Advertises itself as a single point of truth.Pure: Research outputs, research datasets, grants, organizational structures, and courses taught. 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The challenge is that measuring institutional productivity goes far beyond the library. Aside from functionality that often interacts with an institutional repository, other stakeholders may include your Office of Research (tracking sponsored projects), Provost’s office (tracking faculty activity), campus IT (integrating systems), marketing (reporting on published research or research impacts). What other stakeholders can you identify?Example of SC office at University of Cambridge, posted recently on the SCHCOMM listerv. Highlights the complexity of bibliometric and research output services. Where does it belong? 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pros and Cons of measuring impactPros: Shortcut to determining a sense of scholarly activity and reception and gives you a way to explore and understand different audiences - Use numbers to help tell a story of the reach of your work, e.g. Citation listed in the Nth percentile of biology research published in 2015 on ImpactStory“Paper covered by more than 100 media outlets worldwide, including The Wall Street Journal and the New York Times”offers a shortcut for us to get a sense of scholarly activity and receptionCons: No one likes to be reduced to a “number” (even when it is a very good number)Metrics and measurements are important but they only tell one side of the story. How do we tell the qualitative side of research?Open access journals are typically ranked lower than top tier journals. How do scholars (esp. young scholars) wrestle with this vexing equation? All metrics can be “gamed”Not all impact metrics are created equal



Presenter
Presentation Notes
But climbing up to get the big picture - Like many areas of scholarly communication, understanding the evaluation of research impact builds upon skills we already have: we use journal impact value, journal usage statistics, and other measurements when making collection development decisions. We also sympathize with the need to find new and compelling justifications for our activities and needs. Impact measurement overlaps with open access, research services, and collection development. As information professionals, we can add value by assisting researchers (especially new scholars) in understanding and tracking their personal impact. Many libraries are already including impact tools into their suite of services, such as providing article level metrics in institutional repositories, encouraging ORCID id adoption, and educating scholars about finding and tracking more traditional measurements (Journal impact, author bibliometrics, etc.)



All images CC0 from Pixabay and Gratisography 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you!
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